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Abstract
The United States Forestry Service (USFS)
wishes to use satellite photos to determine the
amount of land covered by forests. The USFS
digitized footage shot from a moving airplane
using a hand-held VHS camcorder. These
images were to be used as test data to test the
accuracy of the satellite. The digitization
process shifted each scan-line by a random
amount. Image processing techniques
originally designed for detecting moving
objects were modified to determine the amount
each scan-line was shifted, so that a corrected
image could be created by shifting the scan-
lines back to their original position. These
techniques approximately doubled the signal to
noise ratios (SNRs) (in dB) for the special case
of images with only every other scan-line
shifted. Attempts to modify these techniques
further to work for images where all scan-lines
were shifted raised the SNR a few tenths of a
dB. This was not enough to visually detect an
improvement.

1. Introduction
We attempted to remove errors in digitized
images of forested areas shot with a VHS

camcorder from a moving airplane. The image
were to be used by the USFS to determine t
amount of forest cover. The calculated fore
cover would be compared to that calculate
from images taken using a satellite recordin
various frequencies. The USFS felt that th
digitized camcorder images should be a
accurate as possible to serve as good test d
for comparison with the later, satellite images

Most of the digitized images contained scan
lines shifted by an indeterminate amount. Th
shift was introduced in the digitization proces
possibly caused by camera motion betwe
successive interleaved frames, the digitiz
being unable to correctly identify the VHS syn
signal, or a combination of the two. The
digitizer may not have been able to pick up th
sync signal due to the tape stretching. The ta
may have been sampled at regular, unvaryi
intervals, despite the tape having stretched
that it actually took different amounts of time
for a single frame to traverse the player’s hea
The tape player camcorder motors may al
have run at slightly different speeds, whic
would cause a similar effect.

Since the images to be corrected were produc
using inexpensive, widely available video an
digitizing equipment, a method of correctin
MS State DSP COnference Fall’95
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errors in the images would have widespread
applications. Improving the quality of digitized
images shot from moving camcorders would
have applications in forestry, surveillance,
agriculture and rock-concert and/or political
rally estimation.

Previous attempts to correct the USFS images
met with little success [1]. We attempted to
modify methods for determining moving
objects from digitized images to determine the
amount each scan-line was shifted relative to its
neighbors.

2.  Error Detection Overview
Our approach was to extract the major features
of the image to be corrected. Since the shifts
were all horizontal, we believed that
discontinuities in vertical edges of the image
would indicate the presences of a shift, and
distance between the two discontinuous
portions of the edge would indicate the amount
of shift undergone by one of the lines.

2.1 Conversion to Gray (“Brightness”) Lev-
els)

The first step was to convert the color images
we were given to gray scale images [1]. This
was done by applying the following matrix
multiplication to each pixel [2]:

(1)

The “Y” value of each pixel corresponds to it
“luminance” or brightness (“I” and “Q” values
are not necessary for the black and white
image). The “RGB” triple represents the red,
green and blue intensity of each pixel for the
color image.

2.2  Extracting Vertical Edges
After converting the images to black and white,
vertical edges were extracted from the image.
Since the scan-line shifts were horizontal,
vertical edges in the image would be the features

of the image most sensitive to the shifts, i.e.,
discontinuity in a vertical edge would indicate
a shift had occurred.

For each pixel, a response or gradient value w
computed by summing the brightness of pixel
neighbors weighted by a three-by-three “mas
matrix, i.e.:

where “F” is the response for the center poin
I5, and “I” and “W” values are given by
the matrices:

Image Gray Level Mask Matrix

The mask matrix for detecting vertical lines i
[10]:

Vertical Edge Detection

Mask Matrix

The resulting image is known as the “response
or “gradient” image.

3.  Correction
A brief overview of our method for correcting
shifts is shown in figure 3.1. A detailed
explanation of our assumptions and the metho
tried to determine the amount of shifts follows

Detection of the amount of shift for each scan
lines were based on these assumptions:

1. The changes between the two success
frames are small

Y

I

Q

0.299 0.587 0.114
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2. In one frame, the changes between the
adjacent odd lines and even lines are small

Given these two assumptions, any large gaps in
the vertical edges would be due to shifts in the
scan-lines, rather than being actual features of
the image.

We tried to compute the amount of shift in the
gaps by several methods:

3.1  Minimizing Absolute Differences
In this method, the value k, is chosen to
minimize the function

   (1)

where I(i, j) is the pixel intensity at pixel i on
line j, and the number of pixels per line is n. Th
value k is then assumed to be the amount th
line j was shifted.

3.2 Minimizing Squared Differences
In this method, the value k is chosen to minimiz
the function

where all terms are defined as for equation (1
Again , the value of k that yields the minimum
D(k) is assumed to be the amount that line j wa
shifted.

3.3  Cross Correlation
For this method, the cross correlation functio
for lines j and j+1 is computed using the formul

 (2)

where all terms are again defined as for equati
(1). The value of k that yields the maximum
cross correlation value is taken to be the amou
that line j is shifted.

Given our assumptions about the image, it
obvious why one should shift the line to mini
mize the differences between the two line
However, why the maximum value of the cros
correlation requires some justification.

Recall the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: fo
positive, real number series a1, a2, ..., an and b1,
b2, ..., bn,

        (3)

From inequality (3), it follows that if there exist
two series, one of which is the other rotated,

i.e.:

Find gaps in
verticaledges
between odd
even parts

Find vertical
edges for both
parts

Split the image
into odd and
even parts

Determine shifts
needed to close
gaps:
i)   Minimized
      Absolute
     Difference
ii)  Minimized
      Square
     Difference
iii)Circular
      Cross Cor-
      relation

Compensate scan
lines to remove
discontinuities

Evaluate the

:
methods
i) Human Eyes
ii) Average Abso-
     lute Difference
     Ratio
iii) Signal to
      Noise Ratio

Figure 3.1: Shift Correction Diagram
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                             (4)

Obviously, the left-hand term of equation (4)
will have its maximum value when the series ci
is the same as ai.

The correlation function given in equation (2)
can be thought of as the left-hand term of
inequality (4). This tells us that when Corr(k)
is at its maximum, the pixel values of the lines
j and j+1 are closest, which means that line j,
shifted by k pixels, is maximally close to line
j+1. Given our assumption that there are small
changes in pixel values between lines, this
means that line j shifted by k pixels is closest to
being correct.

3.4 Pel Recursion

Similar to the methods described above is pel
(or pixel) recursion [10]. Since the images we
have are subsequent frames of a video, the
amount of shift occurring for each scan-line
between adjacent frames can be computed.
(One frame would contain the even scan-lines,
and the subsequent frames would contain the
odd scan-lines, i.e., the two frames are actually
part of a single, interlaced image.) If I(i, j, n) is
the brightness (or luminance) of a pixel at
location (i, j) at time n, then assuming that the
pixel was shifted by a translation vector,D=(dx,
dy), then the brightness of corresponding pixel
in the next frame is given by:

I(i, j, n+1)=I(i+dx, j+dy, n)

The frame difference at location (i, j), FD(i, j),
is the differences in the brightness values
between the current and previous frames, i. e.:

FD(i, j) = I(i, j, n) - I(i, j, n-1)

which is approximately the difference between
I(i, j, n) and I(i+dx, j+dy, n).  Thus:

FD(i, j) = I(i, j, n) - I(i+dx, j+dy, n)

This equation can be written in terms of th
brightness gradient, and then in pixel-to-pixe
and line-to-line difference:

D’ i = D’ i-1 + Ui

where:

i = stage of iteration,

D’ i , D’ i-1 =  new and previous estimates,

Ui = adjustment.

The displaced frame difference (DFD) for ste
“i” is defined as:

DFD(i, j, Di) = I(i, j, n) - I(i+dxi-1, j+dyi-1, n)2

If G is a positive constant controlling the rate o
convergence of the displacement vector,D, then
a (hopefully) converging series of displaceme
vectors can be computed using the formula:

Di = Di-1 - G DFD(i, j, D’ i-1) (i+dxi-1, j+dyi-

1, n-1)

Since there are only horizontal shifts, oI can b
calculated by:

If the displacement vector for a pixel in a fram
converges, it can be determined where that pix
is in the subsequent frame should be locate
and thus the subsequent frame can be correc

Pel recursion was developed as a technique
motion compensation of objects in a sequen
of two dimensional images, such as th
television images. It was assumed that the ima
contained an object in motion against a
otherwise unchanging background. Howeve
in our case, we treated each scan-line as

ci a i k+( )modn
=

aibi
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object. This effectively reduced the problem
from two dimensionsal to one dimensional, as
the “object” pixel values had to be compared
only to those “background” values adjacent to
it. Again we are assuming that there is little
change from one scan-line to the next.

3.4.1.  Procedure

Since vertical edges would most clearly indicate
the scan-line shifts, we needed to extract these
edges. Unfortunately, every change in
brightness value creates an edge. Most of these
edges are noise for our purpose, so we wished
to extract only the major edges by removing the
smaller features of the image.

The smaller, or higher spatial frequency features
of the image were removed using a two-
dimensional, low pass filter. For our case, we
chose an “averaging filter”, that is we replaced
each pixel with the average value of the pixels
in a region five pixels by five pixels surrounding
it. That is, the new pixel brightness for the pixel
at (i, j), I(i,j) is given by:

For cases where I(i,j) was near the edge of the
image, we did not “wrap around”, but replaced
it with the average of value of the nearest five
by five region that still fit in the image.

After low pass filtering, the gradient image was
extracted using the Sobel operators as described
above. We wished to disregard “weak” edges,
i.e., those edges indicating only a slight change
in brightness, assuming these were mainly due
to noise.

To remove the weaker edges, we applied a mean
filter to the gradient image using the following
procedure:

1) First, we determined an appropriate
threshold value for each scan-line using the
equation

where “T” is the threshold value, “n” is the
length of the scan-line, and “C” is an arbitrar
control value specified by user. The larger C
the more likely and edge is to be selected, i.e
the fewer edges will be filtered out.

2) All of the pixels of the gradient image
were then compared to the threshold valu
T. Those pixels having a brightness valu
less than T were discarded, that is, set to
i.e.:

3) We then calculate the differences betwee
the odd and even lines of the image, as show
in figure 3.2.

4) If the frame difference, FD, was positive
then the odd line was shifted right by one pixe
If FD was negative, then the line was shifted le
by one pixel.

5) Ideally, steps three and four should b
repeated until a minimum frame difference i
found. We found however, we found that i
sufficed to set a low threshold value, and sh
until the frame difference was below that value

3.4.2  Problems with Pel Recursion

We determined that pel recursion does not wo
well for correcting these types of distorted im
ages for several reasons.

In the images we examined, there was too litt
difference between the noise and the content
the image. Low pass filtering therefore remove
not only noise, but useful information as wel
“blurring” the image. Since pixel shifts may be
small, only one or two pixels, sharp
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discontinuous edges that may have revealed a
discontinuity are made continuous by the
lowpass filter.

Because we operated on the vertical edges, or
gradient image, the oI term of equation (5) is the
second derivative of the original image. Second
derivatives are very sensitive to noise, so the
displacement vectors,D,,calculated above
could end up bringing two noisy spots on the

adjacent scan-lines together, rather th
correcting the image.
A third reason is the creation of “false” edges
Our assumption that pixels shifted pass the e
of the frame would “wrap around” to the
opposite side of the frame often create
situations that contradict our assumption th
differences between scan-lines are small. F
example, if an image has a very dark region o
the right edge and a very light image on the le
edge. If a scan-line in this region is shifted
“wrapping around” would result in dark pixels
surrounded by light pixels or vice versa. Th
gradient image would then have an edge, whi
unfortunately, would be “false”, in that there
original image contained no edge in that are
However, since the false edge is betwee
regions of very dark pixels and very light pixels
it would also be “strong”, and thus would not b
removed by either low pass or mean filtering

An example of false edges can be seen in t
appendix of images in image A.1.0 o
“Lena” . On the left side of the upper par
of the original image is a dark wooden
frame, but on the opposite side of the imag
is a light region, depicting some light objec
in soft focus. When a scan-line containin
part of the wooden frame is shifted to righ
a “false edge” will be created. Thegradient
of the edge will be high, and therefore will no
be filtered out.

3.5 Handling Sub-Pixel Shifts

All of the above methods calculate the amou
of scan-line shift in units of “pixels”, or whole
numbers. However, there was no assurance t
the USFS images were shifted by whol
numbers of pixels. In fact, given the possibl
sources of error, it is unlikely that they were.

To handle cases sub-pixels shifts, usin
Nyquist’s theorem, the “brightness curve” fo
each scan-line was recreated using to t
formula:

G(j)

G(j+dj)

G(j)-G(j+dj)

Note: G(j)-G(j+dj) = FD or Frame Difference

Figure 3.2:  Frame Dif
MS State DSP Conference Fall’95
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where I(i) is the brightness at pixel i, and n is
the number of pixels per scan-line.

I(x) was then resampled at a higher rate. For
our experiments, we used 5n samples of I(x),
i.e., we resampled at a rate five times that of the
original image. We were then able to adjust for
shifts in multiples of one fifth of a pixel.

3.6 Iteration
Minimizing the sum absolute or squared
differences or cross-correlation both work well
for detecting the shift of a scan-line relative to
the following line. If one of the lines is
unshifted, then shifting the other will correct the
image, and thus these methods work well if only
every other line has been shifted.

Unfortunately, almost all the scan-lines in the
USFS images are shifted. We tried to adapt the
methods that work when only every other scan-
line is shifted by applying them iteratively.
Because cross correlation was found to be one
of the most effective methods for calculating
line shifts, we chose to apply that in our iterative
method.

For even iterations, we corrected the image as
though the even lines were unshifted, and
shifted odd lines, and vice versa for odd
iterations. To keep successive iterations from
undoing the work of the previous iterations, the
lines were shifted by only half of the amounts
calculated by the cross correlation method.

While there was a very small improvement after
exactly two iterations, the SNRs of the corrected
images began to fall for successive iterations,
eventually alternating between two SNRs a few
hundredths of a decibel between each other.

Despite the measure of shifting only half the
amount indicated by the cross correlation
method, successive iteration did appear to
“undo” each other. For all test images, the
improvement was only one or two tenths of a
decibel, and undetectable to the naked eye.

4.  Evaluation
After correction by the various method
described above, the differences in the correct
images and the original were calculated an
compared to the differences between th
original and distorted images. Two types o
comparisons were made, as described below

4.1  Average Absolute Difference Ratio

The average absolute difference ratio
computed using the formula:

where “x” and “y” are the horizontal and vertica
dimensions of the image, I(i, j) are the pixe
brightness values of the original image, and I’(
j) are the pixel values of the image for which th
error is being calculated.

4.2  Signal to Noise Ratio

Another method of measuring error is the sign
to noise ratio, or SNR, computed using th
formula:

where all values are the same as the sect
above.

The SNR ratio has an advantage over th
average absolute error ration in that it it close
to the human eye. That is, if person were ask
to judge the quality of the corrected image, h
evaluation would more closely correspond t
the SNR than the average absolute differen
ratio.

5.  Results
This section contains graphs and charts showi
the results of the various methods described
the sections above.
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Table5.1.1:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” Using
MinimizedAbsoluteDifferenceMethod(Aver-

age Absolute Difference Ratio)

Table5.1.2:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” Using
Minimized Absolute Difference Method (Sig-

nal to Noise Ratio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.027932 0.006205

10 0.055624 0.003387

15 0.075922 0.008516

20 0.091828 0.007375

25 0.105804 0.005854

30 0.118471 0.005544

35 0.129409 0.005841

40 0.139591 0.005518

45 0.148832 0.005706

50 0.157424 0.004529

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 23.829769 31.441505

10 19.274696 32.875484

15 17.118313 29.988087

20 15.862347 30.125053

25 14.940739 31.344040

30 14.222882 31.607264

35 13.648379 31.064394

40 13.176785 30.985987

45 12.770381 30.857838

50 12.424780 31.598087

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image
Figure 5.1.1: Graph for Table 5.1.1
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Y: Signal to Noise Ratio (dB)
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image
Figure 5.1.2: Graph for Table 5.1.2
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Table5.1.3:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” Using
MinimizedSquareDifferenceMethod(Average

Absolute Difference Ratio)

Table5.1.4:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” using
MinimizedSquareDifferenceMethod(Signal

to Noise Ratio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.027932 0.006656

10 0.055624 0.008338

15 0.075922 0.007246

20 0.091828 0.006254

25 0.105804 0.005190

30 0.118471 0.004886

35 0.129409 0.005304

40 0.139591 0.005389

45 0.148832 0.005198

50 0.157424 0.004514

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 23.829769 31.213411

10 19.274696 30.016613

15 17.118313 30.124527

20 15.862347 30.810120

25 14.940739 31.816856

30 14.222882 32.157730

35 13.648379 31.505196

40 13.176785 30.801151

45 12.770381 30.221769

50 12.424780 31.353008

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image
Figure 5.1.3: Graph for Table 5.1.3
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: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image
Figure 5.1.4: Graph for Table 5.1.4
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Table5.1.5:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” Using
CircularCrossCorrelation(AverageAbsolute

Difference Ratio)

Table5.1.6:ErrorCorrectionfor “Lena” Using
CircularCrossCorrelation(Signalto NoiseRa-

tio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.027932 0.006656

10 0.055624 0.008338

15 0.075922 0.007246

20 0.091828 0.006254

25 0.105804 0.005190

30 0.118471 0.004886

35 0.129409 0.005304

40 0.139591 0.005389

45 0.148832 0.005198

50 0.157424 0.004514

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 23.829769 31.213411

10 19.274696 30.016613

15 17.118313 30.124527

20 15.862347 30.810120

25 14.940739 31.816856

30 14.222882 32.157730

35 13.648379 31.505196

40 13.176785 30.801151

45 12.770381 30.221769

50 12.424780 31.353008

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image

Figure 5.1.5: Graph for Table 5.1.5
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Figure 5.1.6: Graph for Table 5.1.6
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Table 5.2.1:Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1”UsingMinimizedAbsoluteDifference

Method (Average Absolute Difference)

Table 5.2.2: Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1”UsingMinimizedAbsoluteDifference

Method, (Signal to Noise Ratio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.059807 0.005788

10 0.098371 0.006480

15 0.113979 0.007577

20 0.124022 0.006409

25 0.130912 0.005083

30 0.135824 0.006029

35 0.139263 0.007802

40 0.143110 0.007437

45 0.145484 0.005550

50 0.147767 0.005439

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 17.368773 26.763247

10 14.357676 26.115129

15 13.441083 25.333845

20 12.942650 25.778025

25 12.629339 26.516363

30 12.407932 25.969589

35 12.256508 25.005035

40 12.097805 25.051352

45 11.986806 25.767166

50 11.913532 25.805981

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image

Figure 5.2.1: Graph for Table 5.2.1
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Figure 5.2.2: Graph for Table 5.2.2
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Table 5.2.3: Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1”Using MinimizedSquareDifference

Method (in Average Absolute Difference)

Table 5.2.4:  Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1” Using Minimized Square Difference

Method (Signal to Noise Ratio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.059807 0.006084

10 0.098371 0.007707

15 0.113979 0.007543

20 0.124022 0.007131

25 0.130912 0.006138

30 0.135824 0.005285

35 0.139263 0.008105

40 0.143110 0.007795

45 0.145484 0.003437

50 0.147767 0.004655

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 17.368773 26.752371

10 14.357676 25.855167

15 13.441083 25.365400

20 12.942650 25.386990

25 12.629339 25.472643

30 12.407932 26.535307

35 12.256508 24.491171

40 12.097805 24.454563

45 11.986806 26.860371

50 11.913532 26.384432

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image

Figure 5.2.3: Graph for Table 5.2.3
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Figure 5.2.4: Graph for Table 5.2.4
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Table 5.2.5:  Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1” for Circular Cross Correlation (Aver-

age Absolute Difference)

Table 5.2.6:  Error Correction for “Landscape
Photo1”for CircularCrossCorrelation(Signal

to Noise Ratio)

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 0.059807 0.019955

10 0.098371 0.008786

15 0.113979 0.007548

20 0.124022 0.007605

25 0.130912 0.006138

30 0.135824 0.005285

35 0.139263 0.007171

40 0.143110 0.006757

45 0.145484 0.003437

50 0.147767 0.004655

Number of
shifts (pixels)

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

5 17.368773 22.453844

10 14.357676 25.172564

15 13.441083 25.359108

20 12.942650 25.127674

25 12.629339 25.472643

30 12.407932 26.535307

35 12.256508 24.907373

40 12.097805 24.953941

45 11.986806 26.860371

50 11.913532 26.384432

Y: Average Absolute Difference Ratio
X: Max Shifts

: Shifted Image

: Corrected Image

Figure 5.2.5: Graph for Table 5.2.5
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Figure 5.2.6: Graph for Table 5.2.6
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5.1 Results of four different images tested

Table 5.3.1: “Lena” with 20 Pixel Maximum
Shift

Table5.3.2:“LandscapePhoto1”with 20Pixel
Maximum Shift

Table5.3.3:“LandscapePhoto2”with 20Max-
imum Shift (pixel)

Table5.3.4:“LandscapePhoto3”with 20Pixel

Maximum Shift

Correction
method

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

Before Cor-
rection

0.091828 15.86

Minimized
Absolute
Difference
Method

0.007375 30.13

Minimized
Square Dif-
ference
Method

0.006254 30.81

Circular
Cross Corre-
lation

0.006254 30.81

Correction
method

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

Before Cor-
rection

0.124022  12.94

Minimized
Absolute
Difference
Method

0.006883 25.50

Minimized
Square Dif-
ference
Method

0.007605 25.13

Circular
Cross Corre-
lation

0.007605 25.13

Correction
method

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

Before Cor-
rection

0.100883 13.04

Minimized
Absolute
Difference
Method

0.002321 32.50

Minimized
Square Dif-
ference
Method

0.002717 31.77

Circular
Cross Corre-
lation

0.002717 31.77

Correction
method

Shifted Im-
age

Corrected
Image

Before Cor-
rection

0.171154 10.54

Minimized
Absolute
Difference
Method

0.009793 24.60

Minimized
Square Dif-
ference
Method

0.011545 24.06

Circular
Cross Corre-
lation

0.011545 24.06
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6.  Future Work

6.1  Adjacent Line Correction
One simple method of correcting images i
which every line is shifted was not pursued. Th
method is to assume the first line is correct, ca
culate the shift for the second line, and shift th
second line so that it is correct, relative to th
first. The second line would then be assum
to be correct, and the third would be shifted, an
so on. Eventually, all the lines would have th
same pixel shift as the first. Although the imag
would still not be correct, each scan-line woul
be shifted by the same amount, so it would the
be a simple matter to shift every scan line un
the image appears correct to the user.

6.2  Faster Cross Correlation
Another area to pursue in future research is
better way to compute the cross correlatio
function.

First, the maximum gradient of the even lin
would be determined. The cross correlatio
would then be computed from this point usin
a sliding window of a size set by the user. Th
values of the M/2 pixels to the left and right o
the maximum gradient value of the even lin
would be multiplied by the values in a sliding
window of M pixels on the odd line, as shown
in figure 8.

This method would be faster, and more robu
to noise.
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Appendix A: Images Tested:
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A.1.0: Sample distorted
           image, "Lena",
           with 20 pixel
           shift.

A.1.1: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Absolute Difference
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A.1.2: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Square Difference

A.1.3: Corrected image
           using Cross Cor-
            relation
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A.2.0: Sample distorted
           image, "Landscape
          Photo1", with 20
           maximum pixel shift

A.2.1: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Absolute Difference
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A.2.2: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Square Difference

A.2.3: Corrected image
           using Cross Cor-
            relation
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A.3.0: Sample distorted
           image, "Landscape
           Photo2", with 20
           maximum pixel shift

A.3.1: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Absolute Difference
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A.3.2: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Square Difference

A.3.3: Corrected image
           using Cross Cor-
            relation
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A.4.0: Sample distorted
           image, "Landscape
           Photo2", with 20
           maximum pixel shift

A.4.1: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Absolute Difference
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A.4.2: Corrected image
           using Minimized
           Square Difference

A.4.3: Corrected image
           using Cross Cor-
            relation
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